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EMMA WISHES FOR A PUPPY

Emma's puppy hunt
Emma and Juno
A Puppy for Emma
...

The 5-year-old girl Emma wants (more than anything in
the world) a real, live puppy, but of course puppies don't
just fall from the sky.
Emma must first prove herself to be a responsible dog
owner, capable of taking care of her (live!) pet, so that a
detective-puppy-hunt can begin. 
When her biggest wish finally comes true, Emma and
Juno immediately become best friends, having tones of
fun together and adventures, that take the young readers
into the world of true friendship, trust, loyalty and love for
animals.
And we all know, that a true friendship tastes like home-
grown strawberries.

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S CYCLING TRIP

Juno on a bicycle
Juno's picnic
Juno on the go
...

Juno and Emma quickly become inseparable, especially
while sharing table manners and broccoli; whatever Emma
is up to, Juno follows faithfully as her biggest fan and ally.
And that can get you into quite some trouble! 
The whole family takes a cycling trip to the nearby lake, of
course, Juno comes along, but not the way she would've
expected it; so many new things for a young pup!
At the lake awaits for them quite a few surprises and Juno
proves her fearlessness and a determination despite her
size, winning every reader's heart and an admiration. Even
a small puppy can save the day - well, or a picnic.
A friendship like theirs, warms up our hearts!

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S SEA VACATION

Juno's summer holidays
Juno's seaside adventure
Juno on holidays
...

Juno is taken over Emma's excitement around packing her
overstuffed suitcase for their summer vacation. Juno has
never been to the seaside before and she's just not too
fond of so much water!
And "flying cats", trying to steal her food, are way too
much to comprehend or put up with, so Juno needs to
quickly learn her guarding skills.
Emma is eager to show her all of the chef's tricks in their
"beach restaurant" and Juno is a very grateful costumer, at
least right until... Ssssh, I shouldn't spoil the surprise!
As it turns out, Juno is a true sailor at heart, navigating
Emma's paddling board safely to the shore and rescues
them from the waves!
Readers will be taken over the relaxing, yet joyful and
adventurous family vacation by the sea.

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S FIRST SNOW

Juno's snowy weekend
Juno's fun in the snow
Juno and the snow
...

Juno wakes up and the whole garden is covered with
white - her curiosity overcomes her fear of unknown and
in the very next moment she joins Emma in catching
snowflakes.
Emma shows her all the excitements of snow and takes
Juno along to experience sledding down the hill, ice-
skating on a frozen lake, making and throwing snowballs...
"Oh, where did they go?" Juno wonders.
Emma's daddy teaches them how to make an igloo, which
becomes a great hideout for their winter tea party.
Snow means lots of fun for everyone, but with Juno and
Emma, snow also means an adventure and surprises.
Nothing is more pleasant than drinking a hot chocolate
while reading, wrapped into a cozy blanket! 

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S BIRTHDAY

Juno's birthday party
Juno and a surprise birthday party
Juno - a birthday pup
...

Dogs should have a birthday party as well, is Emma
determined. And a birthday party means birthday cards,
presents and guests and of course - a birthday cake!
Emma goes all the way to throw the best birthday party
for Juno, but sometimes things don't really go as planned.

Some friends are about to steal away the Juno's thunder,
so she would like to "uninvite" them if possible or...just
disappear for a while.
Emma needs to learn what Juno really wants and put her
own wishes aside to make her friend happy.

Friendships can be a bit hard sometimes, but a true
friendship is worth all the trouble and giving a second
chance, especially if you get an extra piece of cake!  

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S CIRCUS

Juno in circus
Juno's circus show
Juno - a circus pup
...

Juno and Emma are fascinated by the circus that comes to
their town and since they have some time to kill, they
decide to establish their own circus!
They set up the circus arena and all the equipment they
can find around the house, when they realize they forgot
the most important part: the performers and the audience.
They quickly gather their gang of friends and train them to
be top performers, or so they hoped.
Selling the tickets might be a challenge for some, but not if
you have a bunch of cute kids and puppies to do it - in
that case it's a "sold-out-show".

But is a top show really the most important thing or is it
rather simply having fun with your friends that really
counts?

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO SURPRISES SANTA

Juno and the Christmas spirit
Juno's Christmas
Juno - a Christmas pup
...

Juno and Emma are thrilled about the Christmas spirit,
though the preparations and expectations are quite
stressful and exhausting. How to make 30 Christmas
cards in a week? Easy Peasy with a set of creative hands,
oh, sorry - paws! 
They both are fascinated with all the scents from the
kitchen, sparkly decorations (how much sparkles are ever
enough?), Christmas carols and writing the longest wish
list for Santa in the world. But not everyone is as lucky, so
they both learn the real Christmas spirit by sharing and
helping at the dog shelter.
They realize it's an emergency that only Santa can help,
therefore, it is of utmost importance to catch him by the
chimney - well, if only they wouldn't be sooo tired...
The real Christmas spirit lies in love and empathy that we
share, while taking care of each other!

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO CATCHES THE EASTER BUNNY

Juno and the Easter Bunny
Juno's egg-hunt
Juno's Easter
...

Spring is here and Easter is coming soon. Juno and Emma
are looking forward to see their friends again, especially
Zoey, who is about Emma's age. They plan together to
catch the Easter Bunny (on camera, actually), to prove his
existence to their doubtful neighbours.
While waiting for the Bunny, there are lot of fun activities
for them to do, such as colouring the Easter eggs,
preparing festive dishes... well, "renovating" the kitchen
wasn't planned or fun (at least not for mommy), but
sometimes hungry pups just cant' help them selves!
It turns out The Bunny is quite elusive and impossible to
catch, if you don't have a super-sniffing-snout and fast
paws (and of course a working camera at your disposal).

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO'S HALLOWEEN

Juno and the stolen pumpkin
Juno's Halloween fun
Juno - a Halloween pup
...

who are those spooky creatures at the doorway, will Juno
even let them in? Thankfully she recognizes their friends'
underneath their costumes
Emma decides that she will finally win the first prize for
the scariest and the biggest pumpkin at the Pumpkin
festival. Her daddy helps her with the carving, following
Emma's precise sketch, while mommy makes a delicious
pumpkin soup for everyone.
While Juno and Emma are trick-or-treating around the
neighbourhood with Zoey the Witch, their awesome
pumpkin disappears. Juno is straight away on her mission
to solve the mystery, hoping Emma will share her prize
with her.
Pumpkin is found, the prize is won, but not shared easily,
so the friendship is put to the test until they realize, the
true friendship itself is the best prize!

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





JUNO IN SPACE

Juno joins the astronomy club
Juno discovering space
Juno - a Space pup
...

Juno and Emma are having a magical evening, watching
(and wishing upon) shooting stars in the summer night
sky, while having pancakes. It's Emma's last summer
before she goes to school, so they are both eager to have
as much fun and carefree as possible.
The stars and the moon are so interesting and mysterious,
J&E want to know everything about space. What better
way to do it than joining the astronomy summer camp.
At first teachers there are not pleased to accept a dog to
the camp, but Emma convinces them by showing them a
photo of a first astronaut in space - a dog named Laika.
Juno is under a lot of pressure to prove herself as a worthy
Cosmonaut, or better said Cosmo-pup, Emma supports
her deeply. They realize every space mission's success
depends on a great team-work and believing in yourself
and your talents!

      MORE TITLE OPTIONS:





Juno goes to School
Juno meets the Baby

Juno discovers Dinosaurs
Juno in the Camper

Juno at the Farm
Juno in the Mountains
Juno at the Lake Cabin
Juno finds a Pirate cave

Juno in the Karstic caves 
Juno's concert

...

MORE BOOK IDEAS
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